Abstract: The design of novel metal-ion binding sites along symmetric axes in protein oligomers could provide new avenues for metalloenzyme design, construction of protein-based nanomaterials and novel ion transport systems. Here, we describe a computational design method, symmetric protein recursive ion-cofactor sampling (SyPRIS), for locating constellations of backbone positions within oligomeric protein structures that are capable of supporting desired symmetrically coordinated metal ion(s) chelated by sidechains (chelant model). Using SyPRIS on a curated benchmark set of protein structures with symmetric metal binding sites, we found high recovery of native metal coordinating rotamers: in 65 of the 67 (97.0%) cases, native rotamers featured in the best scoring model while in the remaining cases native rotamers were found within the top three scoring models. In a second test, chelant models were crossmatched against protein structures with identical cyclic symmetry. In addition to recovering all native placements, 10.4% (8939/86013) of the non-native placements, had acceptable geometric compatibility scores. Discrimination between native and non-native metal site placements was further enhanced upon constrained energy minimization using the Rosetta energy function. Upon sequence design of the surrounding first-shell residues, we found further stabilization of native placements and a small but significant (1.7%) number of non-native placement-based sites with favorable Rosetta energies, indicating their designability in existing protein interfaces. The generality of the SyPRIS approach allows design of novel symmetric metal sites including with non-natural amino acid sidechains, and should enable the predictive incorporation of a variety of metal-containing cofactors at symmetric protein interfaces.
Introduction
In nature, 30% of proteins are believed to contain metal binding sites, 1 which exhibit a diverse array of functional and structural utility. [2] [3] [4] [5] Metal sites are observed across all protein topologies and microenvironments: buried within the protein core, at or near the surface, or positioned at protein interfaces. 6, 7 In some cases, metals can be coordinated along axes of symmetry of homo-oligomeric proteins by symmetryrelated sidechains from the individual subunits. 8 These metal sites at homo-oligomeric interfaces increase protein thermodynamic stability, and can play functional roles as well as induce supramolecular assembly formation in engineered 6, 9, 10 and natural proteins, for example, ferritin.
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Computational metalloprotein design has applications in industrial biocatalysis, pharmaceutical production, and biomaterial engineering, but remains a challenge as the accurate design of metal-protein interactions requires precise coordination geometry, and therefore, precise placement of protein sidechains, typically in a relatively hydrophobic environment. Repurposing existing metal binding sites has been feasible, 12 and computational strategies such as METALSEARCH 13 and Dezymer 14 have been used to identify locations for novel metal binding sites with a tetrahedral coordination geometry. [15] [16] [17] Rational design of the geometrically well-defined helix bundle topology made possible the incorporation of multinuclear metal clusters and cofactors. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] In these and other design efforts, however, crystallographic structural validation was not reported. 24, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Recently, a computational algorithm, URANTEIN, was developed for designing uranyl-binding sites. Crystal structures and design models show high agreement in the backbone conformation, however 40% of the binding residues showed altered conformations. 34 The Rosetta macromolecular modeling suite 35, 36 has made possible the general and rapid search of protein topologies for novel metal chelation. RosettaMatch was used to incorporate mononuclear Zn binding sites including those designed with unnatural amino acid. 37, 38 In each case, the desired coordination (model) did not match the crystal structure with atomic-level accuracy, which is likely a design requirement for engineering efficient catalysis. 39 Near atomic-level accuracy has recently been achieved by designing with high affinity chelating ligands and utilizing symmetric metal chelation: for example, a crystallographic structure validated the model of a tris-2,2 0 -bispyridine-Fe 21 complex incorporated along a novel oligomeric axis of symmetry. 40 Thus, in spite of wide ranging successes, new methods that increase the accuracy of metal coordinating sidechain placement are needed in computational metalloprotein design.
In this article, we report the development of a rapid computational search and design method aimed at incorporating mononuclear, multinuclear, and cofactor bound metal sites along symmetry axes of homo-oligomeric proteins. The method, that we call Symmetric Protein Recursive Ion-cofactor Sampling (SyPRIS), utilizes an inverse rotamer search algorithm and Rosetta energy optimization. A model of symmetrically placed, unconnected amino acids with a given coordination geometry (a chelant model probe, or CMP) is positioned at geometrically compatible locations along an oligomeric axis of symmetry by sampling the symmetry-allowed rigid body and rotameric degrees of freedom. A CMP can be generated de novo similar to a theozyme, 41 or derived from an existing protein structure. Once a metal binding site is located with SyPRIS, rotamer optimization and sequence design is performed using Rosetta. To determine the prediction accuracy of SyPRIS, we curated a benchmark set of 67 oligomeric metalloprotein structures from the Protein Data Bank. 42 Each structure contains a metal center along a cyclic symmetric axis. CMPs were derived from the native structures by extracting the metal center and chelating residues. We first recapitulate the native residue position and rotamer identities of the native proteins. We then crossmatched the CMP and scaffold libraries with identical symmetry and performed energy minimization to test discrimination between native and non-native matches. We show that SyPRIS is capable of recapitulating, with high accuracy, the binding geometry of all natural metalloproteins tested.
Results

Summary of algorithm and workflow
We have developed a method for locating protein backbone geometries suitable for symmetric metal chelation ( Fig. 1) . First, the geometric centers and the relevant axes of symmetry of the protein scaffold and the chelant model probe (CMP) are aligned [ Fig.  1(A) ]. A map of covalently bonded atoms, termed the atom connectivity tree (ACT), is created from the CMP before sampling. A CMP has an asymmetric unit-one or more amino acid residues with fixed metal or ligand coordination geometry-which is replicated by rotation about one or more symmetric axes to obtain the final metal-containing probe [ Fig.  1(B) ]. An ensemble of inverse rotameric CMP states is generated using the ACT and a backboneindependent rotamer library. We then sample the symmetrically relevant rigid body degrees of freedom using each member of the CMP ensemble as a probe, in this way we locate compatible backbone atom positions along target protein symmetry axes while avoiding unnecessary clashes [ Fig. 1(C) ]. To evaluate backbone overlap between the scaffold and the placed CMP, we developed a geometric metric (SyPRIS score) that includes both the proximity and geometric directionality of the matched backbone atoms (see "Methods"). Matches with acceptable SyPRIS scores are grafted into the scaffold followed by RosettaDesign sequence/structure optimization.
Identification of native metal binding sites with SyPRIS
To parameterize the SyPRIS algorithm, we first attempted to recapitulate symmetric metal binding sites found in native proteins (Fig. 2) . To this end, we used SyPRIS to determine the geometries of sites that confer metal binding within a database of 67 protein crystal structures featuring cyclic symmetry. The database we curated is composed of 44 dimers, 22 trimers, and 1 tetramer with metal-binding sites along symmetry axes (Supporting Information  Table S1 ). We first performed SyPRIS-based native CMP placements at native scaffold residue positions and examined how well the SyPRIS score could recapitulate the native rotamer. The SyPRIS score was compared with the average absolute difference of the metal-chelating sidechain torsion angles (ADTA) between the predicted CMP match and the corresponding native scaffold rotamers [ Fig. 2(A) ]. ADTA is a direct measure of how well the CMP matches the native rotamer; a value less than 208 was considered native. The SyPRIS score calculates the CMPto-scaffold backbone atom overlap and has a value of zero for a perfect backbone alignment. 48 of the 67 (71.6%) of the matches with the smallest ADTA were also the lowest SyPRIS scoring matches. Within a SyPRIS score threshold of 0.5, the smallest ADTA match was found in 65 of the 67 (97%) matches. For the remaining two protein outliers, the CMPs are composed of sidechains with three rotatable sidechain torsional angles [ Fig. 2(B) ]. The combinatorics of discretization makes the absence of native rotamer more likely for longer sidechains. Therefore, these two outliers are likely caused from the discretization of the rotamer sampling for sidechains with three or greater torsion angles.
Notably, of the 67 scaffolds tested, 65 scaffolds (97%) have CMP matches for which the lowest SyP-RIS score corresponds to an ADTA less than 208 [ Fig. 2(A) ]. In both outlier cases, an alternative rotamer and metal site position along the symmetry axis satisfied the CMP metal binding geometry with appreciable backbone overlap to the native residue location [ Fig. 2(C) ]. Based on these results, we chose to accept all matches with a SyPRIS score less than 0.5 for further optimization. Indeed, a native-like CMP match existed (ADTA <208) within the top three SyPRIS scores (<0.5) for all 67 proteins [ Fig. 2(D-G) ]. Thus, we conclude that SyPRIS recapitulates placements of metal chelating sidechain rotamers well, and that the backbone-independent library used was sufficiently populated with chelation-competent rotamers.
Location of metal binding sites from cross-CMP matching with SyPRIS
The predictive capability of small molecule protein docking and enzyme design methods has been tested by crossdocking/placement benchmarks, in which a known ligand binding or active site is grafted into proteins of the same family. 36, [43] [44] [45] The goal is to develop a sampling approach that will discriminate between native and non-native placements of the small molecule/binding partner based on geometric and energetic criteria.
To investigate if our approach can similarly discriminate between native and non-native CMP placements, we used SyPRIS to cross match the CMP and benchmark libraries (with identical symmetry) to locate all geometrically compatible placements. We compared the distribution of SyPRIS scores over 86,013 non-native CMP placements to the distribution of scores for the 66 native residue CMP placements [ Fig. 3(A) ]. We observed that as SyPRIS score increases, the frequency of the native matches decays while the frequency of non-native matches grows rapidly. Of the 86,013 non-native CMP matches, 8938 (10.39%) matches scored within a SyPRIS score threshold of 0.5. The non-native matches correspond to CMP placements with alternative sequence or scaffold identities. Thus, as a first step, a SyPRIS score threshold-based filtering recapitulates all native matches and produces non-native matches with native-like geometric compatibility scores.
Energy minimization improves discrimination
In the next step, aimed at discriminating native from non-native placements, we applied a Rosettabased energy optimization protocol to the 8938 non-native and 66 native CMP matches that were chosen based on their SyPRIS scores in the first step. For each matched position and rotamer, we grafted the SyPRIS-identified rotamer on the scaffold backbone, and performed sidechain repacking followed by gradient-based minimization. 46 Atom coordinate constraints were applied to the SyPRISidentified CMP atom locations to enforce the desired coordination geometry. We evaluated the energy optimization with the absolute residue energy of the placed chelating residues and found the resulting average native and non-native residue energies to be 0.8 and 4.3 Rosetta energy units (REUs) respectively [ Fig. 3(B) ]. Thus, illustrating an energy gap separates the native and non-native placements. A total of 60 native (out of 67) and 2004 non-native (out of 86,000) structures score less than 3.0 REUs [ Fig. 3(B) ], indicating that Rosetta energy minimization dramatically reduces the number of non-native matches.
To investigate if positive (>0.0 Rosetta Energy Units) residue energies that were frequently observed for the SyPRIS-placed metal-chelating residues are a feature of metal-binding residues in proteins or an artifact of our placement algorithm, we performed the same minimization protocol on the native scaffold (before CMP replacement) and compared the difference in residue energies to the SyPRIS-placed variants [ Fig. 3(C) ]. Overall, we found within this benchmark that a positive metal chelating residue energy is common in the native metal cheating residues and is caused by strained rotamer identities. However, seven postminimized native models were calculated to be more stable than their SyPRIS-placed counterparts by greater than 2.0 REUs indicating that SyPRIS-based placement had led to these unphysical high energies in the models. We found that these differences could be attributed to symmetry-related mismatches between the CMP (derived from the crystal structure) and the Rosetta-idealized scaffolds. During Rosetta Symmetry modeling, 47 the scaffold homo-oligomeric protein is "idealized" in such a way that every atom in each protomer is related by the same symmetric transform. As crystallographic structures can have minor deviations from perfect symmetry, this symmetric idealization can, in some cases, lead to changes in protomer placement. In all seven cases, translations of 1 Å or greater (away from symmetric axis) were introduced while idealizing the crystallographic structure with Rosetta Symmetry. Translation away from the symmetry axis during Rosetta-based idealization in these seven cases led to high coordinate-constraint penalties on the CMP and ultimately resulted in unfavorable residue energies.
To ensure that the few 7 unphysical high residue energies were due to the minor changes in protein symmetry upon idealization, we performed the same protocol with a CMP derived from the idealized scaffold. When using the idealized version of the CMP, we resolved the unphysical high energies in all seven cases (data not shown). Despite the improved recovery of native when using the idealized CMP, we chose the nonidealized CMP to preserve crystallographic coordination geometries and to avoid conformational memory bias when sampling. However, symmetric idealization of the scaffold remains a necessity for two reasons: enhanced accuracy of rigid body sampling along the symmetry axes and to access the Rosetta Symmetry design protocols (symmetric packing/design) which both require and imposes symmetric idealization. These results show that the combination of the SyPRIS-based geometric compatibility and energy evaluation (postminimization) combine to further discriminate native from non-native matches. Minor deviations in symmetry can, in some cases, lead to artifactually high residue energies for metalchelating residues, highlighting the sensitivity of energetics to minor changes in symmetry.
Design of sites identified using SyPRIS
Having demonstrated that the combination of geometric match compatibility and energy minimization/evaluation can produce native-like symmetric metal binding sites, we asked if RosettaDesign could optimize the native residue energies and obtain native-like energies for non-native matches. Design was performed following standard enzyme design protocols 46 in Rosetta (RosettaScripts files for the reapacking and design protocols are provided in the Supplementary Information). The native and non-native average energies decreased from 0.8 and 4.2 [after minimization, Fig. 3(B) ] to 20.7 and 3.0 REUs, respectively [ Fig. 3(D) ]. While the native and non-native discrimination was maintained, 1469 designed non-native metal binding sites with residue energies below 0.0 REUs were detected. These results demonstrate that a SyPRISbased design protocol can recover all native metal-binding sites with favorable energies, and generate candidate novel designs with similar energy values.
Cross matching results for similar CMPs
The coordination geometry of ligands greatly contributes to the catalytic function and efficiency of metal sites in proteins. For example, the same sidechain functional groups can bind a given metal ion in tetrahedral, octahedral, or trigonal bipyramidal geometries and serve dramatically different functions. To determine the sensitivity of SyPRIS to small variations in coordination geometry for a given set of chelating amino acid residue types, we selected a subset of eight trimeric scaffolds with native CMPs composed of histidine residues and various coordination geometries. All but one CMP, in the subset, coordinate the metal ion with the Ne2 nitrogen atom in the imidazole ring. We performed CMP alignment, pairing the Ne2, Nd1, Cg, and Cb atoms of the sidechain across the CMP subset library. The RMSD of the CMP alignments provide a measure of coordination geometry similarity, and range from 0.3 Å (2VRS and 3BF3) to 1.9 Å (1BCH and 1ULI). To avoid artifacts previously encountered due to RosettaSymmetry-based idealization, we derived the CMP geometries from the idealized structures. We then crossmatched the subset of CMPs and found that of the 56 non-native CMP to scaffold matching pairs, 48 have SyPRIS scores greater than 0.5-indicating their geometric incompatibility. We performed energy optimization of the eight matches with a SyPRIS score less than 0.5 and compared the resulting Rosetta residue energies (Fig. 4) . In the native CMP to native scaffold matches, the absolute Rosetta residue energy ranged from 0.2 to 2.7 REUs. Three of the eight had Rosetta residue energies over 5.0 REUs indicating their incompatibility; as expected, these three also had the highest coordination geometry RMSDs [ Fig. 4(A,B) ]. The remaining 5 CMP-scaffold match pair residue energies ranged from 0.1 to 2.6 REUs-comparable to the native matches. Additionally, the five non-native matches with native-like energies had the smallest coordination geometry RMSDs (<0.6), indicating their structural similarity with the native CMP [ Fig.  4(C) ]. These results suggest that the combination of a SyPRIS score match threshold and a subsequent Rosetta residue energy threshold can be used to discriminate robustly between differences in metal coordination geometry during placement and design.
Discussion
We describe a computational method, SyPRIS, and a benchmarking test for the design of symmetric metal-binding sites at homo-oligomeric protein interfaces. In our benchmarking test, the method is capable of determining all native rotamer identities of the 67 tested naturally-occurring symmetric metal sites within the top 3 scored matches. Energy-based optimization of the resulting matches led to robust discrimination between native and non-native placements. Upon sequence design, a small but significant number of potential new metal-binding sites were predicted with Rosetta energies comparable to their wild type structures, highlighting the designability of homo-oligomeric interfaces for novel metal chelation properties. While the benchmark test consisted of C-symmetric homo-oligomeric metalloproteins with canonical amino acid-based chelation, the SyPRIS algorithm is not limited to C-symmetric scaffolds, canonical amino acids, or metal chelation. Any symmetry observed in the protein databank (e.g., D-symmetric proteins), noncanonical amino acids, nonmetal-containing cofactors, and transition state models with minor asymmetries could be placed using the same approach. As long as the amino acid residues incorporated are symmetric, small asymmetries in bound ligands are tolerated.
Apart from providing novel microenvironments for design of functional sites, homo-oligomeric interfaces offer a key advantage for the design of novel metalloproteins. Most metal-binding sites require three or more chelating sidechains. In asymmetric metalloprotein design, each coordinating residue is required to adopt an exacting geometry compatible with metal chelation. Every metal chelating residue has a probability of adopting an imprecise geometry due to the lack of (or a small) energy gap between designed and alternative conformations. 38 Therefore, the probability of adopting imprecise geometry increases with the number of independent residues used in design. However, if the metal-binding site is itself symmetric (e.g., a trimer interface), the same residue conformation is likely to be replicated across all subunits. In this way, we need only consider alternative conformations of a single chelating residue. Protein symmetry coupled with metal chelation can expand the energy gap between desired bindingcompetent and alternative conformations. 48 Thus, inherent symmetry increases the likelihood that designed residues adopts intended bindingcompetent rotameric identities. This is one explanation for the notable successes achieved in metal and cofactor incorporation in symmetric helical bundles, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 29 and for the recent design of a tris-2,2 0 -bipyridine-based metalloprotein. 40 The SyPRIS algorithm uses an inverse rotamer library, not unlike previously described algorithms, 13, 14, 36 to locate viable residue positions for grafting metal-binding sites at oligomeric interfaces. With inverse rotamer sampling, speed scales at least linearly with the number of rotameric states sampled. The algorithm is less efficient than alternative algorithms that utilize geometric hashing. 36 However, constraints offered by symmetry limit the size of the search space for placement, rendering speed not a significant impediment in our usage. In principle, similar placement can be obtained using geometric hashing-based algorithms such as RosettaMatch, but RosettaMatch will produce all symmetric and asymmetric matches that satisfy the coordination geometry of metal binding. Workaround solutions are necessary to locate the matches that satisfy the constraint parameters symmetrically. Additionally, the algorithms are complementary in their approach. RosettaMatch grows the sidechains directly from the backbone to evaluate the coordination geometry, while SyPRIS maintains the inherent coordination geometry and evaluates the geometric compatibility for a given scaffold backbone by measuring the inverse rotamer backbone-atom overlap. A combination of geometric hashing and SyPRISbased placement algorithms could be useful for problems involving a large number of chelating residues, and is the focus of future algorithm development in our group. We have also successfully utilized SyP-RIS to design novel metal ion-coordinating binding sites with noncanonical amino acids, and these will be reported elsewhere.
A number of challenges remain in metalloprotein design, such as: designing complex catalytic function and determining and modulating the metal-ion preference of a designed binding site. These challenges are particularly difficult to solve when modeling metal ion interactions with an empirical force field where metal-binding interactions are treated as constraints/ restraints. One possibility for future efforts may be to use more accurate quantum mechanical simulation methods to evaluate and refine metal ion binding (and preference) generated by computationally inexpensive algorithms such as the one described here.
Methods
Preparing the benchmark native scaffold and CMP databases
A library comprised of symmetric non-redundant homo-oligomerically coordinating metalloproteins served as a diverse benchmark for this study. The benchmark was first curated from the Mespeus database. 49 Protein Data Bank (PDB) 42 entries within the Mespeus database reported as bound to a metal by the same residue type on more than one chain were selected for the benchmark. 84 protein structures deemed nonredundant were subject to preparatory scripts (Supporting Information) to extract the CMP, create Rosetta symmetry files, and generate idealized homo-oligomeric Fast Relaxed 46 protein structures.
CMPs were extracted from the original wild-type crystal structure files. We aligned and calculated the RMSD of the native wild type structure against the native FastRelaxed structure and omitted 17 structures from the benchmark found to have asymmetries in the wildtype (RMSD > 1.0 Å )-creating a final library of 67 scaffolds. Both the complete benchmark library and the full set of homo-oligomeric PDB codes from the Mespeus database can be found in the supplementary information (Supporting Information  Tables S1 and S2 ).
Symmetric protein recursive ion sampler (SyPRIS) package
As described previously, 50 SyPRIS is a Python-based program that recursively samples all CMP rigid body and rotamer degrees of freedom to locate sidechain constellations compatible with the backbone positions along a symmetry axis of a target protein scaffold suitable for grafting CMPs. A detailed stepby-step description of the SyPRIS matching algorithm is presented in Supporting Information. Briefly, the algorithm consists of six steps:
Step 1: Read a given backbone-dependent rotamer library. A backbone independent rotamer dictionary is constructed from a backbone dependent library where rotamer identities are averaged over all backbone dihedral combinations. The identity is stored as a key whose values are the rotamer torsion angles and respective standard deviations.
Step 2: Construction of the CMP object. In the CMP object, SyPRIS identifies substructures based on Cartesian coordinates: metal center, chelating amino acid, and additional cofactor atoms. Chelating amino acids are further dissected and organized into fulcrum atom, and continuously and discretely sampled torsion angles within the sidechain [ Fig. 5(A) ].
Step 3: Generation of CMP base rotamer ensemble. The CMP is aligned to the axes of symmetry of the target protein. Using the rotamer dictionary described in Step 1, CMP torsions are rotated to match each value for a given key in the dictionarycreating a base rotamer. Base rotamers are stored within the object. Additional rotamers can be generated with the standard deviation multiplier.
Step 4: Locate potential residue match positions along the axis of symmetry. For each base rotamer generated in Step 3, the fulcrum atom radius is used to determine the candidate match-competent residues along the symmetry axis. Candidate residues located outside of the radial distance 61 Å are not sampled. We sample the C-symmetric rigid body degrees of freedom by translating along the csymmetric axis to each candidate residue and rotating the CMP such that the fulcrum atom comes within a minimum distance of the corresponding scaffold main chain atom [ Fig. 1(C) ].
Step 5: Continuous v torsion sampling. Starting from the base rotamer torsion angle, the continuously sampled torsion angles (backbone atom positions) are rotated until alignment to the scaffold backbone or until the maximum value within the torsion standard deviation. The CMP is then subject to a clash check with the scaffold backbone to discard clashing matches.
Step 6: Scoring match outputs. To score a placed CMP for geometric compatibility, we generated a term that considers the proximity and the directionality of the aligned CMP to scaffold backbone atoms. RMSD serves as a measure for proximity but to determine the directionality of the connected atom vectors we developed a metric that we call rootmean squared angle (RMSA).
where h is the angle difference between each CMP vector (bond) and the corresponding vector in the scaffold. We chose the functional form in (1)) for this term as it scales linearly with RMSD from 0 to 1 and becomes less correlated as each term approaches 1 [ Fig. 5(B) ]. The SyPRIS score is the average of RMSA and RMSD summed over all peptide backbone bonds and atomic positions, respectively.
Native match recapitulation and rotamer identification
A wrapper application (see Supporting Information Methods) was used to sample each CMP within the corresponding scaffold. Other adjustable parameters (identity of the fulcrum atom, RMSA, clash radius) were set to default values. Each output match is stored according to the pdb identity of the scaffold and CMP (the latter for benchmarking purposes), matched residue index, matching base rotamer indices, associated v torsion angles, RMSD, RMSA, and the calculated SyPRIS score.
Cross match discrimination and design of native and non-native CMPs
Energy-based discrimination was performed with two similar protocols: minimization-only and design. SyP-RIS settings for these experiments were identical to the native only experiment except that we crossmatched CMP and scaffold libraries of similar symmetry. CMP matches that passed a 0.5 SyPRIS score threshold were grafted back into their respective scaffolds via residue replacement at the matched backbone locations using PyRosetta. 51 For repacking simulations, sidechains within 8 Å of the metal center were allowed to change their rotameric configuration followed by gradientbased energy minimization. For design simulations, residues within 8 Å of the CMP match site sampled different residue types as well as rotamers. Native residue identities were up-weighted by a factor of 1.5. Atomic coordinate constraints were placed on the metal-binding atom positions of the pregrafted CMP (derived from the crystal structure). While repacking/minimizing, the coordinate constraints would impose an energy penalty if the replaced residues deviated from the intended metal coordination. The energy optimization protocol we used is similar to the Fast Relax protocol 46 with fixed backbones. RosettaScripts files, and the command-lines used for repacking and design simulations are provided in the Supporting Information.
Geometric coordination deviation impact across tris-his CMPs
To determine the sensitivity of SyPRIS for matching non-native sites with CMPs that vary only in coordination geometry, we curated a smaller subset library from the main benchmark library. The subset library was comprised of trimeric scaffolds that coordinate a metal along the symmetric axis with a single histidine residue from each monomer. The geometric coordination difference between CMP structures was evaluated by comparing the RMSD alignment over three atoms within the imidazole ring-Cb, Cg, Nd1, and Ne2. Each CMP was then matched into all scaffolds of the subset library as described above.
